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Reduced functional integration of the sensorimotor and language network in rolandic epilepsy☆
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Abstract

Introduction: Over the last years, evidence has accumulated that rolandic epilepsy (RE) is associated with serious cognitive comorbidities, including language impairment. However, the cerebral mechanism through which epileptiform activity in the rolandic (sensorimotor) areas may affect the language system is unknown. To investigate this, the connectivity between rolandic areas and regions involved in language processing is studied using functional MRI (fMRI).

Materials and methods: fMRI data was acquired from 22 children with rolandic epilepsy and 22 age-matched controls (age range: 8–14 years), both at rest and using word-generation and reading tasks. Activation map analysis revealed no group differences (FWE-corrected, p<0.05) and was therefore used to define regions of interest for pooled (patients and controls combined) language activation. Independent component analysis with dual regression was used to identify the sensorimotor resting-state network in all subjects. The associated functional connectivity maps were compared between groups at the regions of interest for language activation identified from the task data. In addition, neuropsychological language testing (Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, 4th edition) was performed.

Results: Functional connectivity with the sensorimotor network was reduced in patients compared to controls (p=0.011) in the left inferior frontal gyrus, i.e. Broca’s area as identified by the word-generation task. No aberrant functional connectivity values were found in the other regions of interest, nor were any associations found between functional connectivity and language performance. Neuropsychological testing confirmed language impairment in patients relative to controls (reductions in core language score, p=0.03; language content index, p=0.01; receptive language index, p=0.005).

Conclusion: Reduced functional connectivity was demonstrated between the sensorimotor network and the left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area) in children with RE, which might link epileptiform activity/seizures originating from the sensorimotor cortex to language impairment, and is in line with the identified neuropsychological profile of anterior language dysfunction.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

Rolandic epilepsy (RE) is an idiopathic focal epilepsy of childhood with typical onset at age 7–10 years (Loiseau and Duché, 1989; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). The epileptic focus is mostly located in the inferior part of the rolandic area (i.e. the pre- and post-central gyri), seizures are relatively mild and typically nocturnal, and involve hemifacial spasms and speech arrest (Loiseau and Duché, 1989; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). Furthermore, spontaneous remission of seizures is typically seen during adolescence. Given these characteristics, RE is classically considered a benign condition and is also known as benign (rolandic) epilepsy (of childhood) with...
centro-temporal spikes (BECTS), which is, however, insensitive to the
distress inflicted on the children and their families by these events.

Recently RE has been associated with a variety of visuomotor, neuro-
psychological and cognitive comorbidities (Deltour et al., 2007, 2008;
Kavros et al., 2008), of which language impairment is one of the most
prominent (Clarke et al., 2007; Jocic-Jakubi and Jovic, 2006; Liasis et al.,
2006; Lillywhite et al., 2009; Lundberg et al., 2005; Monjaue et al.,
2005). It was recently suggested that the language impairments may
be present before the onset of seizures (Oevervliet et al., 2011) and may
persist after seizure remission (Kanemura and Aihara, 2009; Monjaue et
al., 2011). In this light, in RE, the prevention of language impairment
might be considered of higher priority than seizure control.

Cognitive impairment risk has been associated with interictal
epileptiform discharges in pediatric epilepsy including RE (Massa
et al., 2001; Nicolai et al., 2007; Oevervliet et al., 2010), but the under-
lying mechanism remains to be elucidated. Neuropsychological testing
and functional MRI (fMRI) suggest anterior language dysfunction in
RE (Lillywhite et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2006), however a better under-
standing of the functional circuits linking (epileptiform activity in)
the rolandic areas with language areas/dysfunction seems of major impor-
tance in this context.

In the current study, we aim to link epileptiform activity/seizures
originating from the rolandic cortex with language impairment in chil-
dren with RE using fMRI. We employed independent component analysis
(ICA) to segment resting-state fMRI data from a group of children with RE
and age-matched controls into distinct functional networks (Beckmann
et al., 2005; Calhoun et al., 2009). ICA is a robust data-driven method,
allows the study of functional organization on the whole brain level,
and precludes the a priori definition of (a sparse set of) regions of inter-
est (Cole et al., 2010). From the ICA output, we selected the network with
maximum involvement of the bilateral pre- and postcentral gyri and,
given the location of the epileptic focus, hypothesize that this rolandic
network is impaired in RE. To infer on abnormalities associated with
language impairment, we investigated rolandic network functional
connectivity in language-mediating regions of interest derived from task
fMRI (word-generation and reading tasks). To relate our findings
to language performance, neuropsychological language testing was
performed (Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, 4th edition).

2. Methods

2.1. Study population

Twenty-two children with a clinical diagnosis of RE (6 girls) were se-
lected at our specialized epilepsy referral center (see selection criteria
below). The age at seizure onset was (mean±SD) 7.5±2.3 years and
the age at testing 11.4±1.8 years, half of the subjects (11/22) had ongo-
ing seizures (at least 1 seizure over the 6 months prior to scanning). Two
children were left handed and 1 was ambidextrous. For comparison, 22
age-matched controls were included (11 girls, age 10.3±1.7 years, 2 left
handed). For further characteristics, see Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject characteristics</th>
<th>RE</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age [y]</td>
<td>11.4±1.8</td>
<td>10.3±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at epilepsy onset [y]</td>
<td>7.3±2.3</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy duration [y]</td>
<td>2.4±2.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizure frequency [per y]</td>
<td>2.3±1.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male/female)</td>
<td>16/6</td>
<td>11/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handedness (l/r/ambidexter)</td>
<td>19/2/1</td>
<td>20/2/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of AEDs (0/1/2)</td>
<td>12/5/5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N, number; AED, anti epileptic drug; n.a., not applicable. Notation: mean±SD.

The study was approved by the medical ethics committees of both
participating institutions and written informed consent was obtained from
the participating children’s parents and/or care-givers.

2.2. Selection criteria

Patient selection was based on criteria concerning seizure semi-
ology and EEG as described in the literature (Berroya et al., 2005;
Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). EEG criteria include the presence of
spike and slow wave complexes occurring as individual paroxysms
or in repetitive clusters with a maximum in the mid temporal and/or cen-
tral electrodes and with a temporal-frontal dipole field. Additional
independent central, mid temporal, parietal or occipital spike wave foci in
the same or other hemisphere were allowed. To exclude severe cases
(Landau–Kleffner syndrome (LKS) or LKS-like), interictal epilepti-
form activity was required to be present <85% of the time during
non-REM sleep. With respect to seizure semiology, seizures with
anarthria, hemiconia involving the face and/or unilateral extremi-
ties, or secondarily generalized seizures were considered. In case of
poorly observed nocturnal seizures (3 cases), post ictal signs of a
generalized seizure or confirmation of post-ictal hemiparesis were
sufficient for inclusion in case of otherwise typical EEG.

The children with RE underwent neuropsychological testing using the
Wechsler Intelligence Score for Children, third edition, Dutch version
(WISC-III, http://www.pearsonclinical.nl/tests), and all had a full-scale
IQ>70. None of the healthy controls had (a history of) dyslexia, learning
disorders or neurological/psychiatric disorders, or attended special edu-
cation. Children were excluded if they had dental braces (MRI quality),
were somewhat afraid in the scanner, or had structural brain abnormali-
ities on conventional MRI.

2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging

Imaging was performed on a 3 T MRI systems (Philips Achieva,
Best, the Netherlands) using an 8-element receive-only head coil.
Both resting-state and task fMRI data was acquired; resting-state
data was acquired before task data. In addition, structural MRI was
performed for anatomical reference and involved a T1-weighted
scan with the following settings: 3D fast spoiled gradient echo sequence,
echo time/repetition time/inversion time (TE/TR/TI) 3.8/8.3/1022 ms,
1×1×1 mm3 resolution, and acquisition time 8 min.

Functional MRI involved a T2*-weighted blood oxygen level depend-
ent (BOLD) sequence comprising 195 dynamic acquisitions at TR 2 s,
resulting in a total dynamic acquisition time of 6.5 min. Other settings
included: single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence, TE 35 ms,
2×2×2 mm3 in plane resolution, and 4 mm axial slices.

Task fMRI involved a word-generation and a reading task. A stan-
dard block design was used and comprised six 30 s task blocks inter-
leaved with 30 s baseline blocks. Each paradigm started and ended
with a baseline block.

The word-generation task involved visual presentation of a letter
(U-N-K-A-E-P) interleaved with presentation of an asterisk for visual
fixation. Subjects were instructed to covertly generate as many words
as possible starting with the presented letter.

In the reading task, text with semantic meaning (task block) was in-
terleaved with nonsense text (baseline). To ensure continuous reading,
the text was refreshed 3 times per block (i.e. every 10 s). Each text
frame consisted of 4 lines and for the meaningful text, only the first 2
lines of each frame were essential for text continuity (short story).

2.4. fMRI preprocessing

fMRI preprocessing was performed using SPM8 (Welcome
ac.uk/spm/). First, the dynamic series were realigned to correct for head
movement using rigid body transformations (rotation and translation).
and aligned to the structural scan. Next, the structural scan was segmented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid, and registered into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space. This normalization was subsequently also applied to the realigned dynamic series to generate movement corrected normalized fMRI data suitable for group analysis.

2.5. Activation mapping

Task-related dynamic series were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of full width at half maximum (FWHM) 6 mm and analyzed using general linear models (GLMs) in SPM8. The task block design was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) to model the task-related BOLD response. In addition, the movement parameters from the realignment step were used as regressors of no interest to model residual movement.

Significant activations were assessed using t-contrasts of task regressors; word-generation was contrasted versus baseline and meaningful text versus nonsense text. Voxel-wise effects were corrected for multiple comparisons using family wise error (FWE) p-value adjustment at p < 0.05.

A standard random-effects analysis was used for group analysis. As no significant group differences were found (p > 0.05, FWE corrected), pooled activation maps (patients and controls combined) were generated. Spherical regions of interest (ROIs) of language activation with a radius of 10 mm were defined at local maxima of pooled activation. In case of unilateral activation, a contralateral homotopic ROI was defined by mirroring with respect to the median plane.

2.6. Resting-state independent component analysis

Preprocessed resting-state dynamic series were spatio-temporally filtered and subjected to group ICA using FSL’s MELODIC (Multivariate Exploratory Linear Optimized Decomposition into Independent Components, v3.10, FMRIB’s Software Library, Oxford, UK; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/MELODIC). Filtering involved Gaussian smoothing (FWHM 5 mm) and temporal filtering at a 100 s (0.01 Hz) high pass filter cut off. Group ICA involved temporal concatenation of all resting-state datasets (patients as well as controls) and assessment of independent time series and associated spatial maps (BOLD related resting-state networks and noise induced artifactual maps). The number of components was estimated from the data using the build-in Bayesian approach.

Since resting-state networks represent distributed synchronization of spontaneous fluctuations in neuronal activity, they represent across subjects as similar spatial patterns (comparable neuronal circuits), but different time series. FSL’s dual regression was used (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/DualRegression), which employs this observation to map pooled independent component (IC) maps to the individual subject level in a two step approach (Beckmann et al., 2009; Filippini et al., 2009). First, for each subject, the resting-state data was regressed against the pooled IC maps for each dynamic scan (spatial regression) to obtain subject specific time series. Second, these IC time series were used to calculate subject specific spatial maps (temporal regression), which were normalized by the residual noise to represents the functional connectivity with the corresponding network (Z-statistic).

The IC maps were visually inspected to select the network of maximum overlap with the bilateral pre- and postcentral gyri (i.e. the rolandic areas). A GLM framework using FSL’s randomize (v2.8) and 5000 permutations was used to calculate the corresponding group networks (p < 0.05, cluster corrected). Furthermore, for each subject the functional connectivity with this network (Z-statistic) was assessed for each language ROI (see Fig. 1) and compared between patients and controls using two-tailed Student’s t-tests; results were corrected for multiple comparisons using a false discovery rate (FDR) of 10%. Following Voets et al. (2012), this analysis was not confined to ROIs within the rolandic network to allow the detection of connectivity abnormalities beyond the network boundaries.

For completeness and consistency, the same approach was applied to the task data to check for activation differences on the ROI level.

2.7. Language assessment

All children underwent the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, fourth version (CELF-4), Dutch edition (Semel et al., 2010). The CELF-4 is the gold standard for language assessment in children and provides several age-corrected measures for language performance.

Fig. 1. Region of interest rolandic network connectivity. The left inferior frontal gyrus is selected as a region of interest from the pooled word-generation activation map (left) and used to extract subject-specific values from the rolandic connectivity maps (right), which represent the degree of similarity between the voxel time series and the rolandic independent component (weight of the rolandic independent component in a full independent component fit to the data). Color bars represent pooled activation level (t-contrast, corrected for family-wise error (FWE) at p < 0.05) and rolandic connectivity for a representative subject, respectively. Images are normalized to MNI-space.
The core language score was assessed in all subjects to check for language impairment. To infer the specific impairment profile, in the patient group specific metrics such as expressive and receptive language index were also assessed.

Outcomes were compared between groups and to norm scores (mean ± SD: 100 ± 15) using 2-tailed Student's t-tests ($p < 0.05$). Furthermore, within all language ROIs it was tested for associations between rolandic network connectivity and language metrics using Spearman’s correlation ($p < 0.05$).

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Activation mapping

Pooled (patients and controls combined) activation maps for the word-generation and reading tasks and associated ROIs are given in Fig. 2. Task-related BOLD signal fluctuations (i.e. activation) were found in the anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral insular regions, and the left inferior prefrontal cortex. Reading task activation was seen in the bilateral mid temporal gyri and posteriorly displayed a left predominance. See Table 2 for more information on these 9 language-mediating regions of interest.

In both tasks, activation was also found in the occipital lobes, due to the visual task presentation.

#### 3.2. Rolandic network differences

Pooled probabilistic group ICA identified 34 independent components; the component identified as the rolandic network is depicted in Fig. 3 ($p < 0.05$, uncorrected). This network covered bilateral pre- and postcentral gyri (sensorimotor areas), but in addition included perisylvian (among which superior temporal) regions, as well as bilateral cerebellar and medial regions. Furthermore, the involvement of a left prefrontal region is suggested (see arrowheads), which was absent at the right.

Upon further investigation, this region corresponded to the left inferior frontal gyrus showing activation for the word-generation task, and
had significantly reduced rolandic network connectivity in patients compared to controls (ROI centered at MNI coordinate $-48,7,26$ mm; $p=0.011$, FDR corrected), see Fig. 4.

No other ROI-wise reductions in rolandic network connectivity were found, nor were any ROIs identified in which rolandic network connectivity was increased.

Also with respect to the activation maps, no ROI-wise differences were found in the respective ROIs for neither the word-generation nor the reading task.

### 3.3. Language assessment

As expected, patients had lower core language scores than controls ($95\pm18$ vs $105\pm11$, respectively; $p=0.03$). Furthermore, patients scored below the norm ($100\pm15$) on language content index ($88\pm18$; $p=0.01$) and receptive language index ($86\pm19$; $p=0.005$). Also a trend of reduced language working memory was found ($92\pm18$; $p=0.09$).

### 3.4. Association between connectivity and language metrics

No associations were found between language metrics and functional connectivity for any of the language ROIs.

### 4. Discussion

In this study, we attempted to link the rolandic nature of RE (given the location of the epileptic focus) with the growing insight that language impairment may be an inherent trait of this type of epilepsy. We used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task ROIs</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>MNI-coordinate [mm]</th>
<th>t-Value (ROI mean)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word gen</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>$(-2,14,54)$</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IFG L</td>
<td>$(-48,7,26)$</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IFG R</td>
<td>$(48,7,26)^a$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insula L</td>
<td>$(-38,15,0)$</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insula R</td>
<td>$(34,20,3)$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>MTG R ant</td>
<td>$(50,0, -18)$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTG R post</td>
<td>$(58, -50,18)$</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTG L ant</td>
<td>$(-52, -6, -18)$</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTG L post</td>
<td>$(-52, -52,18)$</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Constructed from the contralateral (activation-based) ROI by mirroring with respect to the median plane.

---

**Table 2**

Regions of interest (ROIs) for activation in reading and word-generation. MTG: mid temporal gyrus; ant: anterior; post: posterior; R: right; L: left; ACC: anterior cingulate cortex; IFG: inferior frontal gyrus.

---

Fig. 3. Rolandic resting-state network as identified using pooled group independent component analysis. This involves the bilateral sensorimotor areas (pre- and postcentral gyrus), superior temporal, cerebellar, and medial regions. Note the involvement of a left inferior prefrontal region (arrowheads), which is absent at the right. Colorbar: voxel-wise F-value for the test on the relevance of the rolandic independent component (IC) to the full-IC fit of the pooled data concatenated over time. Results are normalized to MNI-space.

---

that the rolandic network is disturbed in RE and investigated whether task fMRI in a task-informed resting-state analysis. We hypothesized language areas in children with RE employing resting-state and language functional MRI to study the rolandic network in association with language metrics as assessed by neuropsychological testing.

4.1. Major findings

The rolandic network was successfully identified from resting state data using group ICA. This network extended beyond the sensorimotor cortex to include superior temporal regions and also seemed to involve a left inferior prefrontal region. This region was identified as Broca’s area using activation maps of a word generation task, and displayed significantly reduced rolandic network connectivity in patients compared to controls. No associations were found between rolandic network connectivity and neuropsychological metrics of language performance in any of the language task ROIs (reading and word generation).

4.2. Functional (sub)networks

The network we refer to as “rolandic” resembles one of a limited set of canonical resting-state networks typically referred to as the sensorimotor network (Beckmann et al., 2005; Cole et al., 2010). However, this naming conveys a functional interpretation, which we deemed inappropriate in the current context since it was selected based purely on involvement of the rolandic areas, but actually was more extensive. Generally, even though close similarities exist between resting-state networks and task-derived activation patterns, their correspondence is not one-to-one, which complicates comprehensive and complete functional descriptions of resting-state networks (Smith et al., 2009). For this reason, we found it more adequate to adopt an anatomical-descriptive naming interpretable in the context of the pathology under study (rolandic network and RE, respectively). Indeed, the rolandic network as identified in this study was demonstrated to be not purely of primary sensorimotor nature, but included perisylvian regions and also seemed to extend into the left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area). Similarly, in recent work on hierarchical clustering of resting state networks based on similarity of characteristic time series, the rolandic and superior temporal regions were clustered into a so-called centro-temporal module (Doucet et al., 2011, 2012). In general, separation or merging of functional networks not only depends on intrinsic functional architecture, but is also determined by the dimensionality of the IC decomposition. More fine-grained functional parcellations can be constructed by increasing the number of components, but this will put additional demands on data quality (Cole et al., 2010). The Bayesian dimensionality estimation we employed indicated 34 components to be supported by our data (resting-state acquisitions of 6.5 min at TR = 2 s), which is a typical order for the relatively short resting-state acquisitions (5–10 min) presently reported in literature (Doucet et al., 2011; Greicius et al., 2003; Voets et al., 2012). Our results indicate that at this level of detail, superior temporal, rolandic and possibly left inferior frontal regions cluster within the same functional network, although this finding does not preclude their separation into more specific sub-networks at higher-dimensional analysis. Furthermore, it is known that functional specialization of neuronal networks is progressively established during maturation and is not yet completed at the age range under study (8–14 years; Joseph et al., 2012; Rubia, in press).

4.3. Connectivity differences beyond functional networks

Note that although the involvement of the left inferior frontal gyrus in the rolandic network was suggested by the uncorrected pooled results (Fig. 3), this was not confirmed by the (cluster-corrected) group maps (Fig. 4, in blue). Indeed, Tomasi et al. performed a resting-state study of the language network in adults (970 subjects), in which involvement of the rolandic areas could not be demonstrated (Tomasi and Volkow, 2012). However, we were able to demonstrate significantly reduced connectivity with the rolandic network in patients compared to controls.
in the left inferior frontal gyrus on the ROI level, i.e. outside (but directly adjacent to) the rolandic network. The finding of aberrant connectivity beyond the functional network under investigation is not uncommon; for example the recruitment of the right frontal lobe into the left-lateralized language network has been described in left-sided temporal lobe epilepsy (Waites et al., 2006). Recently Voets et al. also reported connectivity abnormalities in temporal lobe epilepsy beyond the resting-state networks under investigation, among others in an “extended sensorimotor network”, incidentally also involving temporal regions (Voets et al., 2012).

4.4. Functional integration of motor and language networks

The reduced integration of Broca’s area into the rolandic network might be of relevance for understanding language impairment in RE. Indeed, an extensive body of literature exists on the relevance of the motor system for language (Cappa and Pulvermüller, 2012; Meister et al., 2003; Pulvermüller et al., 2006). Remarkably, this integration goes beyond the (somewhat trivial) relevance of the (pre)motor cortex in the coordination of complex articulatory movement. For example, using fMRI it has been shown that the perception of speech sounds most strongly activates the superior temporoparietal cortex (Wernicke’s area), but shows differential activation dependent on the specific articulator involved in the motor cortex (lips and tongue area, respectively) (Pulvermüller et al., 2006). Thus, a shared neuronal substrate was demonstrated for speech production (motor system) and comprehension (language system). Furthermore, motor neuron disease (MND) has been associated with a specific deficit in the processing of verbs, suggesting that the motor and language symptoms are due to the same selective neurodegenerative process, spreading along functionally integrated networks (Bak and Chandran, 2012). In completely different fields of research (linguistics), the motor theory of speech perception and theories on the gestural origin of language are well established (Galantucci et al., 2006; Johannesson, 1950). In line with this, the relevance of gestures in speech perception has recently been demonstrated using EEG (Obermeier et al., 2012). Taken together, the concept of motor-lingual integration seems key in explaining language impairment in RE.

4.5. Relation with language performance

No associations were found between rolandic network connectivity and neuropsychological metrics of language performance in any of the language ROIs. Possibly reduced functional connectivity between Broca’s area and the rolandic network is not very sensitive to dysfunction within the language system itself. Another possible explanation is that the CLEF-4 assesses the language profile as a whole, its specificity to impairments in Broca’s area might have been insufficient. We employed the CLEF-4 since it is one of the few tests that is developed for and well-validated in children (Paslaski, 2005). Furthermore, the impaired language content index found in RE signifies problems in semantic development and sentence formulation and construction, which have been linked to the inferior prefrontal cortex (Broca’s expressive language area) (Rogalski and Hickok, 2011). In addition, the left inferior frontal gyrus has been associated with working memory, which is in line with the trend of reduced language working memory we found in RE (Rogalski and Hickok, 2011). The impairment with respect to receptive language index hints at problems in posterior language function (Wernicke’s receptive language area). However, the view that the language network can be strictly segregated in expressive anterior and receptive posterior regions is difficult to maintain given recent evidence (D’Ausilio et al., 2012; Pulvermüller et al., 2006). For example, the inferior prefrontal cortex has also been associated with language comprehension (Pulvermüller et al., 2006). Hence, the CLEF-4 results are consistent with anterior language dysfunction, which has been described in RE before (Lillywhite et al., 2009).

4.6. Future research

Future studies would benefit from the inclusion of more precisely characterized patients. For example, in the present cohort the duration of epilepsy was quite variable (SD of 2.4 years on a mean of 2). Narrowing our inclusion based on such measures, however, would not have made much sense because they are difficult to accurately estimate. Due to the mild and typically nocturnal nature of RE, there might be a considerable (and variable) lag between the diagnosis and the first occurrence of seizures (Overvliet et al., 2011). To our knowledge, there is no accurate alternative for the child’s or parents’ report to determine the actual age at onset, which makes adequate patient characterization especially challenging. Furthermore, the onset of (subclinical) epileptiform activity rather than full-blown seizures might actually be more relevant in the context of language impairment in RE. This is supported by the finding that in RE families, seizure-free siblings of children with RE are at increased risk for language impairment (Clarke et al., 2007), and also compromises timely inclusion in scientific studies. Related to this is the question of whether the language impairments may persist after spontaneous seizure remission. Recent findings suggest that this is the case, however, this matter deserves further research (Monjauze et al., 2011). Finally, in our experience, it is hard to recruit large cohorts of RE patients, even at a specialized epilepsy referral center, compromising statistical power of the analyses. We expect this to be caused by the fact that an important fraction of children with RE only receive primary care. Our study adds to the growing body of evidence that RE is not merely a benign condition. In line with this, we hope that primary caregivers will become more readily inclined to refer a child under suspicion of epilepsy to specialized care. Especially in the case of RE this might too often still not be the case (Hughes, 2010).

5. Conclusion

The functional connectivity between the resting-state network involving the rolandic regions and the left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area) was reduced in RE. This functional decoupling might be key in understanding RE-typical language impairment, and is in line with the identified neuropsychological profile of anterior language dysfunction.
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